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Yokai are the monsters, demons, and spirits of Japanese folklore, such as the shape-changing
kitsune, the obakeneko demon cats, and the evil oni ogres. Usagi faces all these and more when
a desperate woman begs for his help in finding her kidnapped daughter. Tracing the abducted
girl deep into the forest, Usagi finds it haunted by creatures of Japanese legend and discovers
that they are amassing for a great raid on the countryside! Fortunately, Usagi is joined by Sasuke
the Demon Queller, who is also fighting to prevent the invasion, but things aren't always as they
seem &mdash; especially when dealing with the supernatural!* The rabbit ronin turned twenty-
five, and Dark Horse celebrated with the first-ever Usagi Yojimbo original graphic novel, fully
hand-painted, written, and lettered by creator Stan Sakai!* Completely self-contained story.*
Usagi Yojimbo is a 2009 Eisner Award nominee for Best Continuing Series.First ever, full color,
original story!
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Chuck Minsker, “A Celebration!. Funny story. I bought a copy of this graphic novel via eBay, but
apparently I didn’t read the fine print carefully enough. The book was printed in a foreign
language (one I couldn't understand, sadly). So I was happy to pick up a Kindle copy recently -
and now I understand the whole story. It’s wonderful, of course - I’m a big fan of the series,
though I was a late convert. I now have a nearly complete collection. This book is loaded with
amazing visuals as Usagi helps fight an army of demons, all to save a missing child. Wonderful
visuals and terrific story. Highly recommended!”

Reinold F., “Surprisingly quite good.. Or not that surprisingly if you already know the author, Stan
Sakai, whom I didn't. This is a book meant for children and young teens so I thought it was going
to be fun and simple but if you are an adult you will be rewarded with nice art and a smart plot,
so it doesn't matter your age is a great story. A magical and unique night is the setting of this
adventure, a warrior and a wizard have to stop the world from being invaded but, and this but
seems from a detective story, there is a mystery to solve. I liked it very much : )”

K.A., “Samurai Adventure; Full color painted fun!. Sakai has achieved near perfection with this
fully painted tale of Usagi Yojimbo. This story revolves around many of the ancient japanese
spirits, demons, and myths. The full color paintings are amazing and the story is a lot of fun. I
had planned to take this one slow but found myself plowing through the whole book rather
quickly. I then went back and just looked at the art in detail. I could not be happier with this hard
cover tale of Feudal Japan, as told by Stan Sakai. I have always loved his characters, and this
story was great! I would highly recommend this book to anybody that is interested in classic
comics, samurai stories, japanese folk myths, or is just a fan of Usago Yojimbo. This is a must
have to add to my ever growing library of amazing hard cover graphic novels. The price was right
and I will read this one again and again.”

S Y, “Great series by Stan Sakai. I love Stan Sakai's Usagi Yojimbo series of comic books. They
are great to read and see. I've been a fan since the beginning and always look forward to the
next issues. If you like all age appropriate anthropomorphic feudal Japan samurai stories or just
great stories on general... Check out his works.”

Spidey, “Usagi Yojimbo in full color. Stan Sakai’s watercolors are gorgeous. The story isn’t much
more than Miyamoto Usagi fighting monsters. That art though!  Absolutely breathtaking.”

R. Renken, “Hours and hours of reading fun. As a fan of Albedo Anthropomorphics and
anthropomorphized characters, the story of Usagi Yojimbo is just plain awesome. A version of
feudal Japan as "critters" acting the plot out? Just plain sweet. The back up stories with the
TMNT were decent, but, to me, too short. Other than that, I had no issues or complaints about



this massive tome.This was my first "pure" Usagi Yojimbo purchase. If you have never read any
usagi Yojimbo before, make this your first purchase. You will not be disappointed.”

Hale Han, “The Stories are masterful!. From Groo to Usagi I've seen something special. A
master craftman Stan Sakai lettering Sergio Aragonos stories...then slowly creating a samarai
ronin rabbit comic book while still being a lowly letterer for Groo (of course a letterer is not lowly).
He writes, letters, and draws each Usagi story. All of the characters are life like and full of
Japanese atmosphere. I have come to see Usagi Yojimbo as an epic story of ancient Japan and
more... There is a Zen stillness somehow penned into a comic format. Enjoyment and
expectation in every panel. All his books are worth every penny. Remember pictures can be
worth a thousand words. I think his capture all of the glory of the Islands of Japan.”

365 Graphic Novels, “A Thumbs Up!. Created to celebrate the 25th Anniversary this is a brief,
stand-alone tale that has the unique distinction of being in colour. This is a hardback book with
some very high production values and features an interview about its creation with Stan
Sakai.Usagi works very well in black and white with its line drawings adding an historical
authenticity as well as a simple artistic beauty. The thought of a whole volume in colour as
anything more than a curiosity might be hard to stomach. But as 25 years of colour covers
proves this is not the case and art is wonderful.This book is the same size as the normal
volumes but the panels are bigger allowing the colour textures to really shine. It is pencilled and
inked as normal and then hand painted with watercolour. Even with a brush Stan is able to pack
in a lot of detail and really give depth to the images.The story is simple enough but has the
usual, if predictable, twist at the end. It is accessible to the non-Usagi reader although the Yokai
(monsters, demons and spirits) of the title appear most bizarre to the Western eye. A Thumbs
Up!”

Miss Samantha Capes, “Usagi Yojimbo Yokai. This is a well made beautiful book. It is hardback
and the lettering and image of Usagi on the front are embossed. It feels really glossy and high
quality. Inside all of the comics' pages are in glorious colour. There are 2 double page
illustrations and 1 single page illustration (part of the story, not stand alone illustrations). They
look magnificent. The artwork is as dynamic as always- the expressions of the characters are
lifelike, funny and moving. The story flows nicely from panel to panel and the lettering is clear
and bold. The story is easy to understand and a delight to read. Unlike other Usagi Yojimbo
tomes, this comic is only just over 60 pages. When I read that on the item description, I
wondered if I should buy this at all. But I'm glad I did. It is certainly worth more than a flimsy 40
page comic book that you buy from a local newsagents. The story comes full circle, so there are
no annoying cliff hangers, and the uniqueness of Usagi alone is worth the money. He is truly a
classic comic book character.In summary you get full colour images, a hardback embossed
cover, 4 pages of interview with Stan Sakai- and mini panels showing the progress of his work



under the interviews- which are interesting. The photo of him on his author biography page is the
25th anniversary one with the Usagi Yojimbo cake. On the back page there is a funny sketch of
Usagi looking boggle eyed. The inside cover has a quality Usagi lineart over it. In my mind, well
worth the money.The story centers around an 'Alice in Wonderland' like forest, where Usagi
once again finds himself right in the midst of trouble. Initially on the lookout for a lost daughter,
he finds instead the meeting ground for the 100 yokai- demons who gather every year intent on
taking over the world. Sasuke- his demon slaying friend- also makes an appearance.
Outnumbered by vengeful demons, Usagi and Sasuke face the dangerous task of defeating the
spirits before they can use the lost daughter as a sacrifice. It is a thrilling story. I wouldn't call the
story short, because that tends to be the case with Usagi stories. The volumes of Usagi books
do have many story arcs, but they are only collections of the comics released seperately. You get
many short stories included in the Usagi Yojimbo volumes- usually 5-6 per book. Sometimes a
few short stories will make one larger story, but each one usually has a conclusion. So this
release is a special edition hardback of a small comic really. It is not intended to be a whole
volume of Usagi stories- just one stand alone story.Fans of comics with anthropomorphic
characters (human-animals like- for example- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) will love Usagi.
Even though one of the side characters appears (Sasuke) first timers could easily read this
without any spoilers ruining the rest of the Usagi Yojimbo series.”

Jean-loup Sabatier, “Usagi Yojimbo tout en couleur en édition luxe. Yokai est le livre spécial du
25ème anniversaire de Usagi, tout en "water colours" par Stan Sakai. Cette histoire voit notre
Ronin favori s'associer à une sorte de sorcier Taoiste pour s'attaquer à une sorte de festival de
fantômes et de démons qui se rassemble, on ne sait pas trop pourquoi (du moins au début) au
milieu d'une sombre forêt isolée et inhabitée. (Yokai veut dire quelque chose comme esprit/
démon/apparition en japonais.)Ce volume là n'est pas une partie de la série à part entière, il ne
s'insère pas dans la tapisserie tissée par les nombreux tomes de Usagi Yojimbo. Il est fait pour
être indépendant (un peu comme l'était Space Usagi), il est fait pour être lu par quelqu'un qui
n'est pas familier avec la série. En conséquence il n'est pas indispensable. L'histoire est moins
bonne que les histoires "normales" de Usagi. Mais l'édition est superbe: cartonné, avec de
nombreuses illustrations "pleine page" de Stan Sakai en pleine couleurs. C'est le seul exemple
que j'ai eu de la technique de peinture à l'eau de Stan Sakai et il montre toute l'excellence de
l'auteur dans cette technique également. Bref, c'est bien, et c'est super-joli même si ça ne vaut
pas un volume de "l'édition normale". Pour collectionneurs; ou pour quelqu'un qui veut avoir un
très joli livre, complet en un seul volume, et qui donne un aperçu de la série Usagi Yojimbo.”

Lunastorta, “Still a good read, wonderful. Still a good read, wonderful”

The book by Stan Sakai has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 122 people have provided feedback.
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